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Treasure diving game

1.291 September 16, 2020 Congratulations, your home base won the competition! Take the film crew on a tour of your property, then show your guests the most amazing expeditions to shoot on. Only you decide what footage of the ocean depths to show to the millions of viewers! Good luck! 1290 September 11, 2020
Congratulations, your home base won the competition! Take the film crew on a tour of your property, then show your guests the most amazing expeditions to shoot on. Only you decide what footage of the ocean depths to show to the millions of viewers! Good luck! 1289 July 14, 2020 A popular wildlife TV channel wants
to cover one of the most interesting and unusual underwater base! Enter the contest and if you win, millions of viewers will find out about your underwater discoveries! 1288 June 25, 2020 In the new tournament, you must help beekeeper to set a record for the largest harvest of sea honey. To do so, you will need to
ensure the safety of beefish and hives, and watch out for Honey Shark! Remember that the more vigilant you will be, the better chances of you winning the big prize and helping the beekeeper to set a record! 1287 June 18, 2020 Coral Reefs are at risk! For a long time it was thought that Chameleon Starfish only inhabit
deep waters, but recently they were found in coastal areas too. This starfish is a real threat to reefs! Their toxic spikes are dangerous for Coral Polyps. Professor Genesis is doing his best fighting against them and he really needs your help! He has also introduced grants for those of you that will help save Coral Reefs the
most! 1286 April 29, 2020 Coral Reefs are at risk! For a long time it was thought that Chameleon Starfish only inhabit deep waters, but recently they were found in coastal areas too. This starfish is a real threat to reefs! Their toxic spikes are dangerous for Coral Polyps. Professor Genesis is doing his best fighting against
them and he really needs your help! He has also introduced grants for those of you that will help save Coral Reefs the most! 1283 February 13, 2020 Our friend Nanny Fish has asked for help again. But because of her unlimited tears, we couldn't understand what she's told. Everything we understand - something has
happened to her departments. Let's find out what has happened, may be predators raging like last time... 1,282 February 2, 2020 Subscriptions recovery fastNy TournamentFor meeting the little Sea Mouse on New Year's Eve is pretty symbolic, isn't it? Divers have been trying for days to take at least one picture of it for
their collections. Maybe you want more luck? 1281 January 24, 2020 New TournamentTo meet the little Sea Mouse on New Year's Eve is pretty symbolic, isn't it? Divers have been trying for days to take at least one picture of it for their collections. Maybe you want more luck? 1.280 30, 2019 Meeting the little Havmus
New Year's Eve is pretty symbolic, right? Divers have been trying for days to take at least one picture of it for their collections. Maybe you want more luck? 1279 December 16, 2019 Christmas Eve, Santa has a lot of important things to do. Right now, he needs helpers to prepare gifts that the kids asked for! Are you with
us? 1278 December 3, 2019 On Thanksgiving Day the most gourmands prefer to have a Sea Turkey on his holiday table. But it's not so easy to catch them! Hunter Joe set traps a few weeks ago, but when he returned with bait, he found them under the sand. Because he couldn't handle this task alone, Joe has
organized the tournament and announced a generous reward. Are you in? 1277 November 20, 2019 On Thanksgiving Day the most gourmands prefer to have a Sea Turkey on his holiday table. But it's not so easy to catch them! Hunter Joe set traps a few weeks ago, but when he returned with bait, he found them under
the sand. Because he couldn't handle this task alone, Joe has organized the tournament and announced a generous reward. Are you in? November 1, 29, 2020 The rest of the story is coming! In this update you will go to the most mysterious place on the planet with Special Agent Steve. Only intrepid explorers will reveal

the secret of the Bermuda Triangle! 1272 23 July 2019 The rest of the story is coming! In this update you will go to the most mysterious place on the planet with Special Agent Steve. Only intrepid explorers will reveal the secret of the Bermuda Triangle! November 1, 29, 2020 It's a perfect time to take the plunge into an
unforgettable summer adventure with divers from all over the world. Explore the depths of the sea, collect precious gems and who knows, maybe you will be able to get the main prize in the Oyster Farm tournament! 1271 June 26, 2019 It's a perfect time to take the plunge into an unforgettable summer adventure with
divers from all over the world. Explore the depths of the sea, collect precious gems and who knows, maybe you will be able to get the main prize in the Oyster Farm tournament! November 1, 29, 2020 It's a perfect time to take the plunge into an unforgettable summer adventure with divers from all over the world. Explore
the depths of the sea, collect precious gems and who knows, maybe you will be able to get the main prize in the Oyster Farm tournament! 1271 June 26, 2019 It's a perfect time to take the plunge into an unforgettable summer adventure with divers from all over the world. Explore the depths of the sea, collect precious
gems and who knows, maybe you will be able to get the main prize in the Oyster Farm tournament! November 1, 29, 2020 It's a perfect time to take the plunge into an unforgettable summer adventure with divers from all over the world. Explore the depths of the sea, collect precious gems and Know, maybe you will be
able to get the main prize in the Oyster Farm tournament! 1271 June 26, 2019 It's a perfect time to take the plunge into an unforgettable summer adventure with divers from all over the world. Explore the depths of the sea, collect precious gems and who knows, maybe you will be able to get the main prize in the Oyster
Farm tournament! 1270 June 2019 Are you ready to take a new exciting journey? Then go and find sunken Spanish galleons filled with silver coins! But be careful, legend says there are real ghosts guarding these countless treasures! 1269 June 11, 2019 In this update you will go to the most mysterious place on the
planet with Special Agent Steve. Only intrepid explorers will reveal the secret of the Bermuda Triangle! 1268 April 24, 2019 Nicky will find the Easter Bunny and organize a grand and glorious feast easter. Help Nikki turn her good intentions into action and make all sea inhabitants happy with festive treats and Easter eggs
Hunt 1 November 29, 2020 Nicky will find the Easter Bunny and organize a great and glorious feast easter. Help Nikki turn her good intentions into action and make all sea inhabitants happy with festive treats and Easter eggs Hunt 1268 April 24, 2019 Nicky will find the Easter Bunny and organize a grand and glorious
feast of Easter. Help Nikki turn her good intentions into action and make all sea inhabitants happy with festive treats and Easter eggs Hunt 1,267 April 22, 2019 Nicky will find the Easter Bunny and organize a grand and glorious feast easter. Help Nikki turn her good intentions into action and make all sea citizens happy
with festive treats and Easter eggs Hunt 1266 April 4, 2019 Let's meet spring together with divers! Head to Coral Reef and show the curious Cachalot how Rainbow Corals are thriving March 1,265, 2019 Don't miss your chance to participate in the new Leprechauns Coins Tournament! Let's meet spring with divers! Head
to Coral Reef and show the curious Cachalot how Rainbow Corals are thriving March 1,264, 2019 Don't miss your chance to participate in the new Leprechauns Coins Tournament! Let's meet spring with divers! Head to Coral Reef and show the curious Cachalot how Rainbow Corals are thriving on February 22, 2019
Want to take part in tactical training, try your luck, show off your stamina and courage? So join the ranks of recruits! I promise, exciting adventures await you! And the bravest will receive the greatest reward of the Underwater Teachings tournament 1.262 February 10, 2019 Join the tournament to save Valentine's Day!
On the eve of Valentine's Day mermaids prepared a surprise for the sea inhabitants. They threw soaring Hearts sticks on postcards so they could fly to the addresses themselves. And everything would have been fine if had not made a mistake in the spell. Now all Valentine's Cards are turning underwater citizens into
stone statues! 1261 February 2019 On the eve of new year you can meet Luck's Piggy. If you scratch it behind your ear, it will give you an amulet of good luck. Our new neighbor decided that all luck should belong to him and set traps. That's not fair! We have to stop him! 1257 December 30, 2018 On the eve of the new
year you can meet Luck's Piggy. If you scratch it behind your ear, it will give you an amulet of good luck. Our new neighbor decided that all luck should belong to him and set traps. That's not fair! We have to stop him! 1256 December 24, 2018 Christmas Eve, Santa has a lot of important things to do. Right now, he needs
helpers to prepare gifts that the kids asked for! Are you with us? 1255 December 5, 2018 Emergency situation! Yesterday a couple of kids went for a walk and still haven't come back. The elders and residents of the mermaid village are off legs, but all in vain. Let's go! I'm sure your help will be useful to them! 1254
November 19, 2018 Emergency situation! Yesterday a couple of kids went for a walk and still haven't come back. The elders and residents of the mermaid village are off legs, but all in vain. Let's go! I'm sure your help will be useful to them! 1253 October 29, 2018 Knock knock trick or treat? This year, Halloween is hosted
by Jolly Tim. He has called his well-known monsters to have fun and tickle our nerves. The main prize in the Halloween tournament is waiting for its winner! 1252 October 25, 2018 Emergency situation! Yesterday a couple of kids went for a walk and still haven't come back. The elders and residents of the mermaid village
are off legs, but all in vain. Let's go! I'm sure your help will be useful to them! Them!
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